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Zane remembered

Winter fashion

Hoops update

Retiree Charlie Zane
recalls career at Winona
State University

Advice on combining
fashion sense with
survival tips during the
long, long, long winter.

Men win two in a row.
Victory over Bemidji
State put Warriors at
1-0 in conference play.
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Last chance
to review
argued art
By Chris Mashak
News Editor

Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor

After one week and one word
change, the controversial art exhibit
at Winona State University's Paul
Watkins Gallery has reopened.
Until 4:00 today, viewers will be
able to get a final look at the exhibit
that has sparked much reaction from
the faculty and students who have
seen it.
Last week Tuesday, artist John
Ready, whose exhibit includes upside-down trees, mutilated birds and
a naked male figure with mutilations hanging upside down from the
ceiling, requested that his show be
temporarily closed.
Ready's reason for the request
was the curatorial statement posted
and signed by Art Department Chair
Anne Scott Plummer and Gallery
Director Don Schmidlapp. The statement included the words "The content of this exhibition will be disturbing to many if not most viewers..."
Ready objected to the word
choice "will be disturbing." It has
since been changed to "may be disturbing." Ready, a former adjunct
professor at Winona State, said that
he believes educators must not
"maintain privilege allowing us to
assert our personal judgments."
Although Ready requested that

the exhibit be closed, Plummer and
Schmidlapp made the decision.
"When the exhibit opened, neither
of us (Plummer and Schmidlapp) knew
what to expect," said Plummer. "We
thought we had to warn viewers.
"The rewording (of the curatorial
statement) is more fair."
Plummer added that the exhibit has
attracted a lot of on-campus attention—
more so than past shows.
"Students and faculty have been
talking about it," said Plummer. "I've
heard people say it was disturbing, or
unsettling, but not necessarily negative. It made people think."
Ready explained in a written statement "The primary element in this
installation relates to the story of Saint
Sebastian. When Sebastian was murdered, it was by a barrage of arrows
and piercings. Fortunately, or perhaps
unfortunately, this first attempt to end
his life was unsuccessful and he 'was
61 entually beaten tb-cleath with-sticks.'"
The exhibit also drew the attention
of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service officials, who last Wednesday confiscated
four birds. Bob Drieslein, USFWS
manager, explained that to possess or
sell birds, bird parts, eggs or nests is
unlawful.
Ready said that he bought one of the
birds—a hawk—at an upstate New
York junk store 15 years ago. He found
see Art, page 2

Hanging from the back wall of John Ready's art exhibit is this haunting image. Although this is not the reason for the exhibit
being closed, many may find this artist's interpretation of the male body offensive.

Lourdes residents get early wake
up calls due to construction work
By Michelle Wolf
News Reporter
Pounding, drilling and men dangling outside windows at 7 a.m. have
become common occurrences within
the last few months at Lourdes Hall.
"I've been sick of it for months,"
said fourth floor resident Kris Lutz.
These inconveniences are the result of Winona State University's Facilities Manager John Burros' decision to replace tiles on the Lourdes
roof.
Burros became aware of the need
for repairs when Lourdes maintenance
worker Elmer Sylvester informed him
last spring that tiles had begun to slide
off the roof. The roof was also leak. ing in four different places.
Burros said he gave the roof high

priority out of concern for the
students' safety.
Each tile weighs between three
ana rour pounas. it a stuaent nappened to be standing by the building when a tile fell, the result
could be deadly.
"Could you imagine being hit
by one of them if it slid off the
roof?" said Sylvester.
Roof worker Steve Gabrielson
wanted to finish the roof in the
summer while students were not
around. Pre-work began early in
the summer, but a delay in the
shipment of the tiles pushed the
work back.
The repairs were then supposed
to start Aug.12 and finish Dec.15,
but again a delay in receiving the
tiles pushed the work a month

behind.
The tile manufacturer makes the
clay tiles on a need-basis and a large
amount of orders , backed up the
Lourdes order.
The contractor, Interstate Roofing, routinely checked with the
manufacturer about the tiles because
they rented the scaffolding. Burros
said the contractor hoped to finish
the roof before losing money from
the rented scaffolding.
The repairs should be completed
in roughly one week, shortly after
the contractor receives a shipment
of valley tiles.
The repairs cost $148,370, which
comes from money set aside from
Minnesota student dorm fees.
see Lourdes, page 3

Small change in Winona crime for 1996
assaults, one aggravated assault and
two motor vehicle thefts reported.
The report for 1996 shows two
burglaries.
Recent crime statistics for 1996
"I think we're doing really
show little change from 1995. Sgt.
good," said Walski. "We can only
Don Walski, head of security at
report what's reported, but we're
Winona State University, says that
relatively low."
the school has a relatively low crime
Often, someone will be charged
rate.
with a series of crimes—for ex"We don't get enough to see a
ample, possession of narcotics,
trend," said Walski, stressing that
sexual assault and contributing to
crime since 1991 has been pretty conthe deliquincy of a minor. Only
, stant. "A lot of it deals with percepone of these crimes—the most setion."
rious—is mentioned in the statisIn 1995, there were three sexual

By Kate Venne
News Reporter

tics.
"It's not uncommon to see five to
ten charges listed in the reports," said
Walski.
A second reason the statistics look
better is that in 1991, the aggravated
assaults were recorded differently.
For example, if two students got into
a fist fight, which is actually a simple
assault, it was still listed as an aggravated assault. There are now certain
criteria to classify crimes such as
this.
Winona State hasn't seen a high
amount of really serious crimes. The
see crime, page 3

Northwestern
prof stirs
controversy
WSU ponders its
own policy
'By Jeff Kocur
News Reporter
Abuse of the vast, ever-expanding
land of the Internet is raising questions
about how far the government and institutions can go in censoring material
seen on the internet.
Professor Arthur R. Butz of Northwestern University in Illinois has set up
a web page on the internet using the
university's server. This is not an uncommon practice in America, but what
Butz has put on his home page is certainly controversial.
Butz's page is sparking protest because it is filled with material concerning what he calls "the extermination
legend." This term may sound unfamilTodd Marlin/Staff Photographer
To many residents who live on the fourth floor of Lourdes Hall, iar because most people refer to it as the
Holocaust.
the sight of workmen and scaffolding is an everyday
Butz is the author of the book The
annoyance. The repair on the roof is into its fifth month due to
Hoax of the Twentieth Century. In his
unforeseen circumstances in the ordering of tiles.
book he argues that the intentional
slaughter of Jews in concentration
camps in Germany during World War
By Amanda Samuelson
there would need to be a two perII never took place.
cent tuition increase. AdministraNews Reporter
Instead, according to Butz, diseases
Students returning to Winona tion, however, is looking at a five ran rampant in these camps of mainly
State University in the 1997 fall quar- percent increase.
political prisoners or common crimiThe increase is only preliminary
ter may be seeing up to a five percent
nals, causing a high death rate in the
and there haven't been any figures
tuition hike.
camps.
Student Senate President Scott set.
Northwestern University allows Butz
"Student senate will be working
Kluver, who recently met with
Winona State President Darrell with the administration in coming
Krueger, said that in order to main- up with a proposal for the increase,"
see Internet, page 3
tain current services at Winona State, said Kluver.

Possible tuition hike at WSU
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News Briefs
Free tax filing program
The Internal Revenue Service has developed a new program called
TeleFile, which enables taxpayers to file their return using a touch tone and
toll-free number. The process is quick, easy and free.
For more information call 1-800-829-4477 and ask for tape 255.

the other birds dead near his La Crescent farm.
Plummer said that the art department will sponsor a panel discussion
on the role of controversial art in
society. The panel will feature regional artists and educators.
No date has been set for the panel.

Man convicted in
assualt on Somali boy

Senior Salute
Winona State University has scheduled a special event called Senior
Salute on Jan. 29 and 30. Senior Salute is where all graduation information
can be obtained at one time.

ROCHESTER, Minn. _ A 21year-old man was convicted early
Friday in an attack on a 12-year-old
Somali boy who was beaten by several men armed with baseball bats
last summer.
Michael S. Hagwood was found
guilty of first- and second-degree
assault and second-degree riot for
his role in the assault of Abdul Ali
on Aug. 27, 1996.
Hussein Yusuf, the boy's father,
said he trusts the American justice
system more than he did before.
"I'm very, very happy," he said
after the guilty verdicts were announced at about 2 a.m.
"I'm very, very happy," he said
after the guilty verdicts were announced at about 2 a.m.
Abdul was attacked after a racially charged melee between whites
and Somalis in southeast Rochester. He lost eight teeth.
Hagwood faces a minimum
seven-year prison sentence on the
first-degree assault conviction, according to sentencing guidelines.
He has prior convictions, however,
which could affect his sentence.
Hagwood first went to trial in
December, but a mistrial was declared when it was discovered that
police hadn't disclosed a taped interview with the victim in which the
boy could not identify Hagwood in
a photo lineup. Police said the tape
was misplaced, and the victim later
identified Hagwood in court.

All students attending can qualify for prizes. For any questions call the
WSU Bookstore at 457-5319.

Music concert to be held
The Winona State Department of Music will present their annual
concert commemorating the life of Franz Schubert on Friday, Jan. 31, at
7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center recital hall. Tickets are available
at the door and cost $2 for the general public and $1 for students and senior
citizens.
For more information contact the Music Department at 457-5250.

Winter Nature Fest
Come out and join the Friends of O.L. Kipp for a beautiful day in the
winter blufflands. The first annual Winter Nature Fest will be held at O.L.
Kipp State Park on Sunday, Feb. 2 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Events of the day
include cross-country skiing, snow-shoeing, sledding and guided nature
hikes. All participants need a state park pass.

Tech Talk
Tech talk is written by student senate's Technology Advisory Committee to inform the students about the allocation of academic computing fee
money. In each article of Tech Talk, information about the use of this
money on or around campus will be given so that the student will know
where his or her money is going.
If you have any questions about the academic computing fee money
usage, please contact Bob Walscheid at the student senate office located in
the Smaug or E-mail at WSUWarrior@aol.com

Commencement
Commencement will be held on Saturday, May 24, 1997. The 9:30 a.m.
ceremony will include the College of Nursing and the College of Science
and Engineering. The 2 p.m. ceremony will include the College of Business
and the College of Liberal Arts.

One hundred and four Winona State students will be awarded for their
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success. In addition to the 69
names released in November, the other 29 students selected to Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges are:
Tia Anderson
Julia Barthel
Cassandra Rubly
Hope Cadwell
Camille Ruud
Bryan Carlson
Timothy Shirks
Sarah Dibble
Catherine Sieve
William Donaldson
Angela Simmering
Tressa Evenson
Joel-Lynn Unze
Ann Fazio
Gretchen Voelz
Karla Grob
Julie Kirby
Dawn Kullot
Amy Martinez
Tamara McBane
Laurie Baack
Kellie McGee
Michelle Plein
Wendy Nelson
Dawn Roloff
Merideth Jeranek
Christine Roemer
Judith Lubahn
Stacey Maresh

The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper, established in 1922, is managed, funded and operated
by, and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through advertising
sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity fees. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award
winning newspaper by the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for both individual
achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager.
Please address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987.
Phone: Business/Advertising (507) 457-5677, News & Variety 457-2425, Sports &Photography457-5520, Managing
Editor 457-5119, FAX 457-5317, E-Mail-WINONAN.

Managing Editor
Chris Drago

Associated Press

Place: East Cafeteria
Dates: Jan. 29 and 30
Times: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Jan. 29
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Jan. 30

Who's Who
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Chicago balloonist calls it quits
Associated Press
CHICAGO - Balloonist Steve
Fossett is calling it quits.
Fossett's ground crew in Chicago
says his long-distance flight continues for now, but they expect him to
land about 2 a.m. EST Monday, either
in India or Bangladesh.
Fossett's support team says the
balloon does not have enough fuel to
complete the trip. Fossett had hoped
to become the first balloonist to travel
around the world nonstop. He began
his trip Monday in St. Louis.
"If we press on, we're kind of
snuggling up against the Himalayas,
which are so high that we actually
cannot overfly them," said Bruce
Comstock, ground crew spokesman.

"We certainly don't want to land in
the Himalayas or on the Tibetan Plateau which is about 15,000 feet above
sea level. '
Diminishing fuel and the physical
strain on Fossett were cited as reasons
for the decision to abort the mission.
"The reason he's tired is we' veonce again had heat problems, so he's
been unable to sleep as much as he
should have been able to sleep because the capsule's been cold,"
Comstock said.
Fossett planned to stay aloft until
early Monday so he'll post not only a
world distance record for ballooning
but also the record for longest time
spent in the air.
By noon Saturday, Fossett had traveled 9,600 miles in his silver-colored
balloon, Solo Spirit. Inside the cabin,
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temperatures ranged from zero to 10
degrees; outside it was 30 to 50 below
zero.
The 52-year-old securities trader
already has far eclipsed his own distance ballooning record, 5,435 miles
on a 1995 flight from Seoul, Korea, tol
Canada.
Fossett failed his first round-theworld attempt one year ago. His current attempt is the third such effort
this year.
British businessman Richard
Branson's balloon, Global Challenger,
was forced down by equipment problems in the North African desert Jan.
8 after lifting off from Marrakech two
days-earlier.
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Superbowl Party
at
Fitzgerald's
When:

Resident Assistant Selection

Sunday January 26, 1997

Information session: Wednesday, Jan. 22, at 7 p.m. in dining rooms C
and D.
Applications will be available at the information session and at the
Housing Office.

\ t,

ATTENTION! LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW FROM 1997 WINTER
QUARTER CLASSES IS MONDAY, JAN. 27.

Time:

3p.m.-Until End of Game

Pre-registration dates
Pre-registration dates for the 1997 spring quarter are:

/0,

Thursday, Feb. 6
Friday, Feb. 7
Tuesday, Feb. 11
Wednesday, Feb. 12
Students can pick up registration materials and spring quarter schedules
beginning Thursday, Jan. 30. Students must present a Winona State ID to
pick up their materials.
On Thursday, Feb. 13, students may add classes with Closed Class
Cards and drop classes in order to accommodate added classes. The
Registrar's Office service windows will be open from 9:30 a.m.. to 4 p.m.
Please note that classes can be added on this day only with a Closed Class

Cost:

co

$12.00
All you can eat & drink

Wanted: Freshman Orientation Leaders
Tickets will be sold in the lower hyphen

MUST BE AVAILABLE SEPT. 1-6, 1997
TRAINING WILL BE FEB.-MAY, 1997
MINIMUM CUMULATIVE GPA OF 2.5 IS REQUIRED
LEADERS WILL RECEIVE A $100 BOOK SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN PHELPS 129

Tues. 21st - Friday 214-th from 10am - Zpm

Sponsored by the Bowling Team
• )"›.-"CC`C.C\

N.
1%

•■•

\
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Cousteau reflects on past experiences
.Associated Press
: ORLANDO, Fla. _ Jacques-Yves
.Cousteau smiled brilliantly, offered a
: firm handshake, eased his 86-yearold body into a chair and discussed his
:singular passion for the world's wa- ters.
Cousteau,who invented the
:aqualunz has told the wort(' ,If th e
: oceans' ills through books and documentaries, and inspired millions of
people to take up the oceans' cause.
t : He gave water a voice and it speaks
: with a syrupy French accent.
: But ask why the water exerts such
MI : a strong pull on him, and this splen: didly articulate man fumbles for
•words. For a second.
: "The reason why I love the sea, I
• cannot explain," a chuckling Cousteau
-. said in a recent interview with The
•Associated Press. "It's physical..,.
- When you dive, you begin to feel that
• you're an angel. It's a liberation of
•your weight."
)-. For 45 years, Cousteau has criss- crossed the globe, delivering this
- simple message to presidents and parliaments, environmentalists and children: Take care of water, for it is the
earth's lifeblood.
He acknowledged feeling frustrated
because humans continue to damage
marine environments worldwide de-

1

spite heightened awareness.
"I'm not saying that we led a very
glorious fight against the damage
done to the oceans, no," Cousteau
said. "Now at least there are many
groups saying, 'We're going to clean
the Amazon. We're going to do this
thing.' Some of them do actually
obtain some results.
Many ocean advocates and researchers recall being inspired by
Cousteau' s documentaries when they
were younger.
"He raised the consciousness of
whole generations of people around
the world with his documentaries,"
Michael Crosby, a scientist with the
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, said in a telephone interview from Silver Springs, Md.
"It's almost like a pyramid. He
was the point, and the rest of us have
branched out, and dramatically, by
orders of magnitude, broadened the
base of marine science. How many
of us would have gotten into marine
science if not for him, his books and
his documentaries?"
Cousteau has been diving since
he was 10. His first dive was in Lake
Harvey, Vt., in the summer of 1920.
He was spending the season away
from New York City, where he and

Charlie Zane thought he was just
going to watch a football game.
"I stumbled on Winona State," said
. Zane. "I was sitting in a pub when a
buddy stopped by on his way to
Winona to play football. I just decided to go with him at the last minute
and we left for Winona that night."
Now, after 31 years at Winona
. State University, Zane is retiring. Zane
has served as a business professor,
activities director and student union
director.
Zane has watched Winona State
i grow from a small college to a thri v1 ing university. Zane first came to
, Winona in 1960 as an undergraduate
student of business and physical education.
:
"Back then, Winona State was a
small campus of four buildings and
fewer than 700 students," said Zane.
In the time he has been here, the
university has grown to over 20 buildings and 7,000 students.
Zane graduated in 1964 and took a
position teaching business education
and coaching football, baseball and
wrestling at a high school in Milwaukee, Wis. He returned to Winona State
in 1965 for graduate work in business. He then accepted a job teaching
business education at Winona State.

Lourdes

•

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00/
VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

In 1967, Zane moved on to be
Activities Director. He was promoted
to Student Union Director in 1972.
Zane has played a role in the remodeling of the new Jack Kane cafeteria, the Baldwin Lounge, the bookstore and the student affairs offices in
Kryzsko Commons. He has also
worked through the remodeling of the
Smaug and the union facilities.
Zane took a sabbatical in 1986 to
collect information fora Winona State CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
student handbook and also in 1993 to
introduce Winona State to the Student Ambassador Program.
IMPERIAL LAS PERLAS
Zane has also served two terms as DAYS INN DON PELAYO
president of the MSUAASF Union.
Zane was also on the State Negotiating Team for three contract periods.
+ US & Mexico Departure Taxes
Zane was able to find time to ad- TRANS GLOBAL VACATIONS
vise the Winonan, supervise univerTOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:
sity programming activities, chair the • R/T Air Departures From Minneapolis 2/28 & 3/1
financial aid appeals committee and • Airport / Hotel Transfers
oversee the student affairs area.
• 7 Nights Of Luxury Hotel Accommodations
Zane could often be found talking • Parties, Activities, & Optional Excursions
• All Hotel Taxes 8, Gratuities
with students in the union.
"Charlie's given the students free • On-Location Trans Global Vacations Tour Staff
reign to decide what they wanted done
with the building," said Joe Reed, the
current student activities director. "He
is so pro-student it's amazing."
74e
Zane plans on staying involved
with the alumni.
"There's a lot of friends here and
I'm sure I'll come back and have
coffee and a happy hour," said Zane.

SPRING MAK '97
EXIC

only really serious incident in the last
two years was the rape that occurred
last October.
Another serious incident occurred
in 1993. In this case, a male student
made his girlfriend stay his room
against her will. This was
was classified
as sexual assault.
Since Walksi started at WSU about
a year and a half ago, the student
security staff has received better training in crime prevention and self-defense. Surveillance cameras have been
added around campus, as have two
new code blue lights. These measures, according to Walksi, have
proven effective in making the campus safer.
There have been three documented
cases in the last year where the code
blue lights have been used. In two of

RHOS

CALL
1-800-828-1015

dom in cyberspace states that administrators can "place no official sanc-

tions upon the expression of personal
opinion on the network."
Those opinions may not be represented as the views of the university,
though. The university has also told
Butz that as an associate professor of
engineering he may not discuss the
Holocaust in class.
Scott Kluver, Winona State
University's Student Senate President,
said that the senate has passed a new
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placed in the back of the building
along the sun deck and all loose or
cracked tiles on the entire roof will
also be replaced.
Many students at Lourdes, especially fourth floor residents, find the
early morning noise and the scaffold-

Todd Martin/StalT Photographer

ing outside their windows to be annoying, yet Sylvester surprisingly has
not received any complaints from the
students.
The workers wanted to start at 5

a.m. but Sylvester requested that they
not start before 7 a.m.

these cases, students were walking
home on cold nights and couldn't go
any further. Security responded within
one minute and got the students to
safety.
The cameras have helped in solving false alarms as well as stopping
assaults and people rummaging
through cars.
In the next two months, two more
cameras will be added, one on Howell
and one on the Performing Arts Center.
Compared to other campuses of
similar size, Winona State's reported
crimes are quite low.
"A lot has to do with the university
being enclosed by the city, so there's
more of a police presence," said
Walski. "And, I think the vast majordents."

ity of students here are good stu
Other reasons for Winona State's
relatively low crime rate are the close
relationship between the police department and the security staff and the
new dispatch center in Sheehan hall.
Within the next year, Walski would
like to have students' pictures put on
a computer data base so that checking
into dorms will be easier.
The biggest campus thefts are book
bags and bikes, and Walski has a 90
percent conviction rate on bookbag
thefts. Punishment depends on each
individual's situation, but the crimes
usually result in work hours or small
fines. Thirty-eight thefts were reported in 1996, down one from 1995.

policy concerning the establishment
of home pages by faculty and staff
and is now waiting for approval of
other governing boards.
The policy is essentially the same
as Northwestern University's. It states
that Winona State will not edit, screen,
monitor, or censor information posted
unofficially using Winona State's
server.
Official information is defined as
information published by a sanctioned
university body which may display

the Winona State shield or logo and is
subject to closer scrutiny than unofficial information.
Regulation and censorship of the
internet is something that is now being discussed in political circles
around America. It is very controversial because it challenges one of
America's most sacred rights—the
First Amendment.

"O' $409 Internet
Continued from page 1
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This summer, tile will also be re-

Crime

•

I Zane recall s memories
of Winona State
Sarah Petit
Special to the Winonan

his parents lived for a brief spell.
After returning to France, Cousteau
graduated from the Ecole Navale, the
French naval academy, and was training to become a pilot. He continued
diving and exploring his other love ,
documentary filmmaking. His life's
work was being decided in those years,
without him knowing it.
The two interests may have remained hobbies if not for a near-fatal
automobile accident he suffered at age
26, one that ended his dream of flying.
Doctors wanted to amputate his left
arm, but Cousteau refused. Instead, he
fashioned a rehabilitation regimen that
called for daily swims. To this day,
Cousteau bears the scars of the accident his swollen left elbow and wrist
remain twisted because the bones never
set properly.
The therapy had unintended consequences, as Cousteau writes in his 1953
book, "The Silent World," which sold
5 million copies in more than 20 lanContinued from page 1
guages.
The
state allocates dorm money
"Sometimes we are lucky enough
back
to
the
universities based on dorm
to know that our lives have been
enrollment.
changed, to discard the old, embrace
the new, and run headlong down ar
immutable course," he wrote. "It happened to me ... on that summer's day
Continued from page 1
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Join thousands of
students from
all over the U.S.

FROM $399
Air fare
7 nights hotel
FREE nightly beer parties
Great Discounts

CALL
MAZATLAN
EXPIRESS

1-800-366-q786
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Winonan Editoral Board

Winonan Editorial Policy
The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the 'Minnesota State University and College
system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the student body.
The Winonan welcomes all letters to the Editor. All letters must be clearly written or typed:arid include your name, major,
year in schOol and phone number (lot our use). Letters may be sent via Email, but must include the previous information.
Letters not meeting these criteria will not be published.
The TV inonan reserves the right to edit letters for grimmar, punctuation and space,

Campus forum:

Editorial
Ch...Ch...Ch... Changes
Winonan gets a facelift
We asked for your opinion and
we got it. So, we are changing for the
better. Why? We want to gain readership and earn respect.
Through the years, the Winonan
has been regarded by some as a joke
and, apparently, is still looked at in
the same way. The numerous spelling mistakes, the use of anonymous
sources, one-sided stories, libelous
pieces (which still have not been forgotten), and the various other things
that have ruined our crediblity and
made the paper something to laugh
at.
As editors of the Winonan, we
feel the same way as you. This paper
needs to be regarded as a first rate
campus publication.
There is a lot that goes into a
quality publication, and the Winonan
has a hard time finding a staff who
understands that hard work goes a
long way. We are not connected with
the Mass Communications department, so that means no academic
credit for anyone who works here.
Not so surprising, not many students
want to work for us because they
won't receive credit.
What little money is offered is no
better bribe. Not even the experience
of being published brings in a flood
of writers. So we have to make the

Chris Drago, Managing Editor
Randi McLaughlin, News Editor
Chris Mashak, News Editor
Sunni Schulz, Arts & Variety Editor
Anna L. Derocher, Sports Editor
Jackie Jedynak, Photo Editor

best out of what we have.
Of course, this is no excuse for all
the mistakes the Winonan is known
for, but maybe it is a reason.
What have we changed?
Number one was the flag on the
front page. We wanted to be modern,
but still professional. Our hope was
to get readers to pick up the paper
because of the new look.
Another thing we added was more
investigative reporting. With two
new news editors, the dedication to
being the campus "watch dog" is more
prevelant.
We have also incorporated Campus Forum with our editorial so your
views are alongside . ours.
What are we in the process of
improving?
Better grammar and correct spelling is a must. With every issue we
want to eliminate the poor grammar
usage and misspellings.
We would like to continue to have
reader response. We want to know
how we are doing. If we suck, we
want to know (those are the letters we
usually get). And, if we do something
you like (yes, we might just surprise
you), please respond to them also.
In closing, we thank you for reading our paper and this editorial. We
are going to contine to improve the
quality of the Winonan.

What do you like
or dislike about the Winonan?

Impressions
from the
Hypogeum
By Dean Korder
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

Chris Kauphsman
sophomore
"I wouldn't know because I don't
read the Winonan."

Phil Grosch
senior/ mass comm major
"Aaah.. I don't know. That's a
good question."

Ted Wieczorek
senior/history major
"Dean Korder's Impressions from
the Hypogeum is the best thing the
Winonan has to offer. The rest is of
little consequence."

Maggie Dix
junior/ theater major
"The spelling errors. There's a
shameful amount of spelling and
grammatical errors every week. I
think that errors like that destroy
credibility."

Jeremy Kilkus
junior/ theater major
"Less talk, more rock."

Nat Wilson
junior/ history major
"It needs more crosswords. Put
more crosswords in that baby, then
I'll read it."

Burning Bridges
By Dave Adams
Columnist
Now that we've entered 1997, and
I accomplished my new year's resolution of joining the Psychic Friends
Network, I feel that the time is right to
make my predictions for the coming
year. Through my recent extensive
contact with spirits from the beyond,
brief chats with Rex Reed, and prompting from "Downtown" Julie Brown, I
will now share with you the most
accurate and truthful predictions for
1997 ever seen on the printed page.
1. In a surprise move, the Green
Bay Packers will trade MVP quarterback Brett Favre to the New Orleans
Saints for two first-round draft picks,
a bag of Funions and 40 pounds of
Arugula leaves.
When asked about the bizarre trade,
Mike Holmgren, Packers head coach
will state that, "Arugula is a very
underrated source of nourishment, and
one of the less popular vegetables."
Defensive end Reggie White will
say, "We always like to give the underdog (Arugula) a chance to prove
itself to the team, and I really like
Funions."

against the English language, complaining that since the use of the prefix "contra" in the English language is
unfairly associated with negative
phrases and connotations, they'll
never get good jobs or girlfriends.
"We don't want people thinking
negative things about us," said Senior
"X," former leader of a small faction
of rebels who murdered, tortured and
raped over 100 people during the
1980's.
"Just because 'contra' means
against or opposite doesn't mean
we're all bad people. I enjoy Dr.
Quinn, Medicine Woman and quiet
walks on the beach just like any one
else."
5. James. Carville, senior political
advisor to President Clinton, will be
found standing in the middle of Pennsylvania Avenue on a hot summer
evening wearing only his OshKosh
b' gosh overalls and waving a shotgun
at passers-by.
Carville, 52, who is described as
the country's best known and most
colorful political consultant, will turn
for the worst when he threatens to
shoot one young man if he doesn't
"squeal like a piggy," and "take them
panties off."
After being subdued and arrested,
police will state that Carville was
"filled to the brim with Jack Daniels
and low-grade crystal meth."
Carville will refuse comment.

2. A Winona State University freshman will ask a friend with a fake ID to
go buy a case of beer for him and
sneak it into the dorms. Then the young
delinquent will drink the beer which
will lead to intoxication, nausea, and
6. A top team of researchers will
eventually, sleep.
discover a link between adults who
participate in role playing/fantasy
3. In a midnight rendezvous with games and celibacy.
teen idol Leonardo DiCaprio, Chelsea
The participants in the survey will
Clinton will be caught on film partici- be recruited from video arcades napating in a game of one-on-one naked tionwide. They will be asked a series
Twister in DiCaprio's hotel room at of questions based on the amount of
the Best Western D.C. The pictures, sex the average U.S. citizen engages
shot by a crafty paparazzi posing as a in during their lifetime. These findwindow washer, will become the hot- ings will be compared to the amount
test Internet contraband ever with a of actual sex that role playing fans
circulation of over 78,000 copies have engaged in, or expect to engage
Internet-wide, fulfilling the sexual in, during their lifetime.
fantasies of thousands of teenage
Internet geeks.
7. In 1997, apes will achieve intel4. In 1997, former Contra rebels in
Nicaragua will stage a formal protest

ligence and communication skills
which surpass humans.
In a case of mistaken identity, Tom

Kellogg, a graduate student at CalBerkeley will inject a male chimpanzee with an experimental stimulant
meant to increase intelligence in humans. The injection, meant for a human test subject named Andrew Dice
Clay, or "The Dice Man," will be
mistakenly given to "Cookie" the
chimp after Kellogg downs a liter of
Jagermeister and confuses the chimp
for the extremely hairy overweight
actor/comedian.
"I didn't even know what state I
was in, let alone which one of those
hairy beasts was Dice," Kellogg will
say in his interview with authorities.
"I was plastered!"
Not long after being injected,
Cookie will escape and hitchhike to
the Los Angeles Zoo. Disguised as a
very short, hairy zoo keeper, Cookie
will slip into the chimpanzee cage and
inseminate one of the females.
After the female gives birth — and
a nuclear war — the super intelligent
chimps grow and multiply, overthrow
humans, enslave them, and make millions off a series of semi-autobiographical propaganda-filled movies
starring Charleton Heston.
8. Sandra Bernhard and Dennis
Rodman will hook up on a late night
booty call in 1997, which results in
the birth of what they will describe as
their "love child."
The more than bizarre paring of
Bernhard, the lanky, orthodontically
challenged, ex co-star of "Roseanne,"
and Rodman, bad boy of the NBA and
walking billboard for hair dye, tattoo
parlors and Hepatitis, results in the
birth of what leading pediatricians
nationwide will label "the ugliest baby
we've ever seen!"
9. And last but not least, Newt
Gingrich will be removed as Speaker
of the House of Representatives and
will be replaced by the old man from
the Snickers commercials who mistakenly paints the word "Chefs" in the
end zone.
When asked for comment, the old
man will be at a loss for words about
his new position, uttering only the
phrase, "Great googily moogily!"

When I was a kid the punishment always fit the crime.
If I snuck out of the house, I was
punished by not being able to go out
of the house. If I stayed out too late,
I couldn't go out. If I kicked somebody, I had to apologize and was
grounded. Whatever it was, I was
punished in accordance to what I
did wrong. Sometimes these punishments included doing chores or
attending a function I didn't care to
attend, but there always was some
mystical logic, emitting from my
parents like some Old Testament
lawgivers or truth seers, that pervaded over the final punishment. A
logic that made the punishment fit
the crime. A logic that made me
sorry for whatever it was I had done
to get punished in the first place.
It's sad to see that this same logic,
this parental sense of logic, doesn't
seem to prevail when it comes to
noteworthy wrongdoers, Newt
Gingrich and Dennis Rodman to be
precise.
Newt Gingrich is a dick. A Washington dick, but a dick nonetheless.
He's a rich, power-hungry ass, who
committed some House ethics violations. He's also been a loudmouthed critic of most any program
designed to help those less fortunate than himself. For two years, he
lied to the House subcommittee that
was established to look into the
charges against him. Then, suddenly, in December he recants all
those lies and admits that he fed the
subcommittee improper and untrue
information regarding his case. He
admits to violating House rules and
apologizes for breaking those rules.
So, the committee gets together and
decides that he should be reprimanded (slapped on the wrists) and
that he should pay a $300,000 fine,
but he will more than likely be permitted to keep his powerful post as
Speaker of the House.
Dennis Rodman is a dick. A basketball playing dick, but a dick nonetheless. He's a rich, power forward
who plays for the World Champion
Chicago Bulls. Last week, in Minnesota, he kicked a camera man in
the groin, not the balls but the groin,
during a basketball game. The camera man was taken out on a stretcher
as Rodman watched. The look on
Rodman's face was one of total
disbelief, "Sure, buddy, you need a
damn stretcher." The camera man,
Eugene Amos, must have once taken
some acting classes because he
played up his fifteen minutes of
fame, and he's still playing it up,
better than Olivier did Hamlet (and
Olivier got an Oscar for playing
Hamlet !). Rodman gets suspended
for at least 11 games and fined
$25,000 for the incident, but the
total cost, according to the experts,
for Rodman will be about $1.2 million dollars, if you include how
much he gets per game and some of
the bonus incentives written into
his contract that he'll probably lose
out on because of the suspension.
Rodman also has to meet with a
counselor to make sure this type of
thing doesn't happen again before
he can come back and play for the
Bulls. He also will more than likely
be sued by the camera man and
charged with fifth-degree assault.
Do these punishments fit the
crime? I think not.
Both of these punishments involve money, something that neither of these men seem to be lacking. Is it proper to impose a cash
fine on rich people? Will they learn

see Dean, page 9
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Freezing-but-fashionable and mountain men of Minnesota
Fashion advice for bitter winter weather and finding where you fall when it comes to keeping warm
By Meg Ryan
Fashion Columnist
Remember junior high? Those
fateful years when bundling up was
NOT cool, and the thought of pulling
anything resembling a hat over teased
and sprayed "mall bangs" was about
as repulsing as the New Kids on the
Block seem now?
And high school was almost as
bad. Winter coat, boots, gloves, and
scarves didn't quite fit in our tiny
lockers that were already crammed
' with all that junk we crammed our
lockers with in high school.
But now we're in college, in Minnesota (for those of us who weren't
before), and we're more concerned
with avoiding frostbite than looking
chic. Even walking a block or two to
class is rough when the weather wants
to be nasty.
This winter has been rough. Although we're currently in the middle
of a heat wave (I know this because
the turkey that's been on my porch
since winter break is beginning to
thaw--any one for pot pie next week?),
it's far from over.
There are several types of winter
fashion preferred by Winona State
University students, divisible into a
, few distinct, if somewhat arbitrary,
categories:
I Am A Minnesota Mountain
Man; I Do Not Get Cold--these are
the guys (often bearded) who wear
flannel shirts and shorts and hiking
boots in 25° below zero wind chill.
Sometimes they'll throw on a fuzzy
hat for a lark. They always sit in the
back of class and have the ability to
relate everything (moral philosophy,
Maslow's Hierarchy) to ice fishing.

Seven Blocks Didn't Seem That
Far When I Signed the Lease in
April--identifiable by small patch of
frostbite on tip of nose, and snowshoes stashed under the deskchair.
Hey. They Keep My Feet Warm-Two words: moon boots. I didn't

What to do
when bored
with your
winter
wardrobe
Associated Press

"They warned me it would be cold up here an I'm not taking any chances."
even know they made these any more,
until I saw them through the tiny slit
between my scarf and hood on some
other snow-covered bundle with a
backpack. Inside, these people are
easily located: you can hear the strange
rhythmic wet squeaks a mile away,
especially in the echoey halls of
Somsen. These people are the often
the same ones who take off their shoes
in class, which is fine as long as you
wear clean socks.
By the way, I have found The
Perfect Pair of Boots: warm, comfy,
and best of all, squeak free (!) at
Baker's in the Mall of America. Forty
bucks. Get 'ern while they're hot.

They Warned Me It Would Be
Cold Up Here And I'm Not Taking
Any Chances--often underclassmen,
all from Illinois or southeastern Wisconsin. We're the ones with the huge
down parkas our moms said everybody wore year 'round in Minnesota.
See that big pile of wool and knitting
and double-linings sitting in the front
row? Compare it to the native Minne-

Worst-dressed celebs

sotans in their hood-less windbreaker ture needs. Dressing in layers is esjackets. They must be immune or sential when you have, for example, a
9:15 in the Arctic tundra of the PAC
something.
and a 10:30 in the Phelps sauna. Layers are especially helpful in warning
clueless professors that class is almost over: seven minutes left, put on
sweat shirt. Five minutes, sweater.
Three, scarf, mittens and hat. If he's
still droning on and it's REALLY
time to go, slipping into your coat and
zippering it reeeeeeaaaa111111y slowly
is very effective.

I Hate Winter! I'm Boycotting!
--Akin to the shorts-clad mountain
men, this group is mostly females
who have new outfits they've been
dying to wear. Skirts and tights sound
like a death wish in winter, but you
can only wear long underwear and
turtlenecks for so long without losing
your sanity.
Here's my most valuable tip for
winter dressing at WSU: layers, layers. Remove or add a layer at a time,
depending on your changing tempera-

Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor

By the way...
Winona Knits Mittens:
do they hand these out at
orientation yet? If you
don't have a pair, you're
either not noticing
Winona's biggest winter
fashion trend or you're
frightened to go within
100 yards of any place
called the Hot Fish Shop.
The majority of Winona
Knits mitten styles don't
keep out the wind very
well, but they are relatively warm and ultra cute.
So hop on the bandwagon
and buy a pair - just stay
away from the rope tow at
Mt. LaCrosse.

COLUMNIST

Things My Mother Taught Me

Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) Cross-dressing basketball had boy
Dennis Rodman led Mr. Blackwell's 37th Annual WorstDressed Women List, a roll-call of fashion misfits that included Glenn Close, Helen Hunt and Goldie Hawn,
The acid-tongued Blackwell, who was designing dresses
for the rich and famous when he originated the list in 1960,
annually skewers celebrities in what he says is an effort to
encourage fashion consciousness.
This year he included a man, Rodman, for what he said is
the basketball star's bad habit of dressing in drag.
"In fishnet and feathers, he's a unisex wreck," Blackwell
said in unveiling the list Tuesday.
Blackwell had praise for some celebrities. Gwyneth Paltrow,
Lauren Bacall, Madonna, Fran Drescher, Whitney Houston,
Chelsea Clinton, Bette Midler, Winona Ryder, Sharon
Lawrence and Christine Baranski were hailed as "fabulous
fashion independents."

The worst dressed list:
1. Dennis Rodman
2. Glenn Close
3. Lisa Kudrow
4. Helen Hunt
5. Goldie Hawn
5. Diane Keaton
6. Sarah, Duchess of York
7. Elizabeth Shue
8. Drew Barrymore
9. Claire Danes,
10. Lori Pett

By Sally A. Miller
Columnist
It's been a crowning moment in
this columnist's short career. Never
before have words issued forth from
my pen that have moved people to
anger, and action. But last week I did
it. I've had an impact. I've made a
difference. My writing has changed
the world, even if in some
small way, in this small
corner of non-existence we call Winona.
I'm choked up just
thinking about it.
Last week, I
wrote a column
about why I hated
the Packers, and
what made my husband, the Cheese
Head, such a pathetic sop with his
loyalty to them.
Begibbity,
did
people get uppity about it.
No sooner had I turned my
column in to my editor, than my husband was storming into the office,
asking if it was too late to write a letter
to the editor.
"I demand equal time," he cried,
indiginantly. Did he want this time to
defend himself against the charges
and insinuations I made in my column? No. Did he want to tell the
world that his wife had taken editorial
license and exaggerated his actions?
No. Did he want to make clear that he

does rub my feet during football
games, and pretty much any other
time I ask him to? No.
No, what he wanted was to defend
the Packers. He wanted to defend
Packer fans everywhere. I could insult him. I could insult his mother. But
I could not speak of the Packers in the
same sentence as anything remotely

negative. It was immoral. It was
indecent. It was heresy. It was...not
nice, dag nabit.
"This injustice cannot go unanswered," he shouted, his fist jamming
into the sky above him, as if in appeal
to the gods above, all of whom must
surely be Packer fans.
I sat back while he pleaded his case
to the new editor, (who has learned a
whole new meaning of the word

"headache" since taking over for me a
few weeks ago). I knew that with
printers not printing, computers not
computing, and writers not writing,
the new managing editor had more
pressing things to worry about than a
defamed Packer fan. What I didn't
count on was the loyal Packer fan now
sitting behind the sports editors desk.
Suddenly, my husband's pleas for
mercy were falling on very sympathetic ears. He was offered space
to print a rebuttal. He was
given a chance to expound. He's been given
precious newspaper
space to promote the
cause of Cheese Heads
everywhere. Shot
through the heart. I
was betrayed in my
own trenches. And
by a member of my
own gender, no less.
Someone I call
"friend." Someone
who has put her hand on
my growing stomach and felt
the unborn child within me kicking.
She didn't do it because she likes
my husband any more than she likes
me. And she didn't do it to get even
with me for something I may have
done while I was her editor.
She did it because she's one of
Them. She's a Cheese Head. They're
everywhere. They can smell each
other, I swear.
And they all hate me right now. At
least those that can read do. Thank
God there aren't that many of them.

The weather forecast is for bright
blue skies and sun-kissed breezes,
with highs in the 80s.
In the Caribbean, maybe. But many
of us have been stuck in the mud in
northern California, in snowdrifts in
the Dakotas and the cold that inflicted
a bite even on the South.
The rest of us are just bored. With
winter and our wardrobes.
While we can't mess with the
weather, we can lift our spirits with
something new to wear.
Kal Ruttenstein of Bloomingdale's
in New York suggests a narrow, longer
skirt.
"A knee-length skirt is the new
length that has been accepted by customers and will give a lift to those
outfits that formerly had miniskirts,"
according to Ruttenstein, senior vice
president for fashion direction.
Choose one in a neutral shade,
such as chamois, ivory or pale gray.
"They're new for spring," he says,
"and they look newest with a narrow
boot on a mid-heel."
If you still prefer pants, Nicole
Fischelis, fashion director at Saks
Fifth Avenue in New York, suggests
brown or beige suede jeans or slim-fit
pants.
"The pants are a great classic. You
can wear them with the turtleneck
sweaters, tunics or twin sets that you
already have," she says. "In the spring
you'll put them together with white
shirt and safari jacket or a neat cardigan."
Or reverse the order and buy a new
top to wear with pants you already
have.
"You may want to buy a floral
shirt that you could mix now with
your flannel pants and a ribbed cardigan," Fischelis says. "It's fun and
cheerful for winter, and you can wear
it for spring with white pants."
Lori Kennison likes the idea of a
new white blouse.
"Everyone needs one," the personal shopping manager at a
Nordstrom store outside Denver said.
"It's a great transitional piece that
lightens up a dark wardrobe. You can
use it as an independent piece that
makes a statement on its own, or you
can slip it underneath a jacket.
"Besides, it fits well with everything from a slim skirt to flat-front
pants to pleated trousers."
Other items that can pull double
duty when the weather warms up can
be found in the lingerie department.
"In the intimate apparel department, you may want to get a lacetrimmed camisole or shell that you
can wear under your suit jacket,"
Fischelis says. "You'll be ahead of
your time, since these romantic lingerie looks continue into spring."
A brilliant shot of color can cure - '
winter blues, which, by the way, can
infect wardrobes even in warmer climates.
"Everything in winter is brown,
gray, navy, black," Bev Carpenter,
fashion director for Dillard' s in Phoenix, says. "The idea is to get something colorful near your face."
Her choice is a bright silk scarf.
"It's a good accessory with your basic dark suit, tied around the neck to
perk things up," she said.
Anything that puts color near your
face will create a little more flash.
While it's still cold, consider a soft
velvet hat in a bright jewel tone or a
chenille muffler or cashmere scarf in
apple green, purple or turquoise.
Kennison has similar ideas.
"A jacket that would go over dark
colors now and right into spring would
be my choice," she says. "I'd go with
a longer jacket, body-conscious but
not body-hugging, since that's going
to be the big push for spring. Some
are almost knee-length."
One in turquoise or apple green
"looks great right now with black and
navy and charcoal, as well as with
cream or white or icy pastels coming
in for spring," she says.

•

•
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1UST FOR THE

HEALTH OF tr
By Jill Otto and Mary Pawelek
Health Columnists

Q: Once in a while I get heartburn after I eat.
There are so many different options on what to take
(liquid or tablets, Pepcid or Axid etc.). Can you
help?
A: Heartburn/acid controllers such as Tagament HB, Pepcid
AC, Zantac 75, Axid AR or Rolaids block production of stomach
acid by quickly latching on and neutralizing the acid in your
stomach. According to Dr. Ruderman, antacids act almost immediately. A recent study, however, from the University of Oklahoma, suggests that tablets may work better than liquids. The
reason: chewed tablets mixed with saliva are more likely than
liquid antacid to sick to the walls of the esophagus where they can
neutralize stomach acid. On the other hand, too much of the
aluminum type can constipate you and too much of the magnesium
type and give you diarrhea, so be careful and read the labels before
you take antacids.

Q: My boyfriend snores all of the time. What
actually causes this and will he quit eventually?
A: According to Dr. Gary Zammit, PhD., snoring is the sound
caused by the vibration of soft tissue inside your mouth and
airway. Those soft tissues include your soft palate, your uvula
(the little thing that hangs in the back of your throat), your tonsils,
the walls of your throat, and the back of your tongue.
Why does this happen? Three reasons: (1) Extra Pounds—as
people get older the amount of fat cells in the mouth and neck
increases, narrowing the airway causing more turbulence; (2) A
cold— if your nose is stuffed up, you may engulf air through your
mouth which speeds airflow; (3) A bone-dry bedroom—if the
room is very dry, throat tissue can swell. In some cases, a
humidifier can help.
There are solutions available that can help with this problem.
Some mentioned in the December issue of Men's Health include
positioning him on his side instead of his back to prevent his
tongue from getting in the way of his airway. There are also
gadgets on the market such as nasal passage dilators and adhesive
nasal strips that help to open the air passages. For drastic cases there
is always surgery. This procedure is called a uvulopalatoplasty and
decreases snoring by cutting out the uvula and some of the soft palate.
Your boyfriend is not alone. 5 to 7% of boys snore and by their early
30's the number doubles. By the time they hit 60, half of all males snore,
so if your relationship is serious you may want to invest in ear plugs!

METALHEADZ
Present Platinum Breakz

FFrr
When a group of DJ's and musicians, collectively called the
Metalheadz, first dropped their wax
on the urban breakbeat culture everyone freaked. Today, fans of the style
are still in awe of the talent collective
that is Metalheadz.
The group, lead by breakbeat guru
Goldie, is the past, present and future
of drum & bass. Combining elements
of house and trance with the completely mad breakbeat riddim, the
Metalheadz music will not only rattle
your sound system, it will make you
shake your rump.
Platinum Breakz is a two disc set
with 19 tracks and over two hours of
music from legends like J Majik,
Photek, Alex Recce, Lemon D, and
Source Direct among others. The
only thing missing from this compilation is a track from Goldie. With that
exception, this is a flawless compilation.

BOTTOM LINE: I DON'T
RECOMMEND THIS ALBUM, I DEMAND IT.
KEY CUTZ: LEMON D
"THIS IS LOS ANGELES",
ALEX RECCE "PULP
FICTION", DIGITAL
"DOWN UNDER".

RICHARD D. JAMES
Aphex Twin
WARP
Richard James AKA Aphex Twin,
AFX, Cosmic Commando...etc. is
electronic music's answer to Neil
Young. He may not be the most
popular or respected artist in the business but everyone wants to hear what
he does next.
For those of you that are new to
techno or just don't like it and could
care less, you should at least know
that Richard James is a god. Dick is
an incredibly intelligent guy. When
he gets a specific sound in his head
and can't tweak his existing gear to
generate it he simply makes a new
instrument. Richard built his first
sampler in high school and has been
making noise boxes ever since. He
claims it's a lot cheaper and creative.
Aphex Twin , the album, combines
Dick's more popular ambient style
with his 'I LOVE NOISE' style that
was the focus of I Care Because You
Do, his last album. The result is very
dark and gloomy and leaves you wondering if Dick is all there or what. If
you're a fan, expect another quality
album. If you're a newcomer, look
out!

BOTTOM LINE: NO ONE
WILL IMITATE THIS.
YOU'LL HAVE TO HEAR IT
FOR YOURSELF.
KEY CUTS: 4, CORN
MOUTH, GIRL/BOY SONG.
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MOVIE REVIEW

Japanese
animation
Ninja Scroll
does not
disappoint
By Brian James Fair
Movie Critic

Ninja Scroll
Directed by Yoshiaki Kawajiri
94 Minutes.
Not rated, contains violence,
explicit language, brief nudity,
and adult situations. Parental
discretion advised.
Ninja Scroll is another example of
the increasingly popular Japanese
animation. Released by Manga Entertainment, Japanese animation or
anime is not intended for children,
and aimed at teenagers and college
students while boasting not only action, and intense plots, but high quality animation.
A small village succumbs to a
mysterious plague, and the ninja clan
sent to investigate is destroyed by a
powerful man-monster. Jubei, a
masterless ninja, sets out to rescue the
only survivor of the attack and is
unwittingly pulled into the web of
treachery and attempts to overthrow
the government.
Not surprisingly, more ninjas die
horrendous bloody deaths in this film
than Scots and Englishmen in
Braveheart. Watching this with a
large group of bloodthirsty friends
this movie can be a riot.
Ninja Scroll is very well written
and translated extremely well.
Available in both subtitles and in
English, the translation works beautifully (no lips moving four seconds
after the voice etc), however, women
are treated rather poorly by today's
standards, and the visual sexuality is
surprising. (In the film's defense however, the film is set in fudal Japan.)
While Ninja Scroll is available on
video it would be rare to see it for rent,
though it can be found at most retailers that carry Japanese animation. If
you enjoy Japanese legends and tales
of the ninja I would highly recommend this film.

JAMIROQUAI
Traveling Without Moving
WORK
A
band
lost
in
time.
JAMIROQUAI are from the same
neck of the woods that Bootsy Collins
calls home.
If it were 1977 this outfit would be
just another disco band. I don't have
any official numbers, but I believe
this to be the only disco album released in the past few months. So how
receptive will America be to this? It's
already gotten a great review in The
Source for Christsake!
One listen to the album and you'll
want to put on some polyester slacks
and practice your Hustle. Traveling...
does stray of the disco high road once
or twice, but polyester is definitely
coming back this winter so don't
worry.
The majority of tracks revolve
around Stevie Wonder-ish vocals with
some great drum beats. On occasion
a little reggae will shine through but,
it's not long before the disco booms
through. This is a definite party album.
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THE ARTS AND VARIETY STAFF AT THE WINONAN IS LOOKING F OR
TALENTED, AMBITIOUS STUDENTS INTERESTED IN WRITING INTRIGUING
HUMAN INTEREST STORIES OR REPORTING ON EXCITING CAMPUS EVENTS.
POSITIONS ARE PAID. INQUIRE AT THE WINONAN IN THE LOWER HYPHEN
OF KRYZSKO COMMONS. EXPERIENCE IS NOT REQUIRED, BUT IS A PLUS.

FOUNTAINS OF NVAYNE
Fountains Of Wayne
TAG
Fans of Cracker have to be jealous.
Cracker's wishing well of wit seems
to have been run dry by their new
neighbors, Fountains Of Wayne.
The same kinda of grit/wit that
made "Low" and "Teen Angst" hits is
making Fountains Of Wayne famous.
FOW' s self titled release has been out
for some time now and I would be
shocked to hear that anyone has missed
"Radiation Vibe." That single is par
for the album and seems to be chart
bound for the next few months.
FOW is much more than a onehitter. This album is loaded with
hooks and wit that makes people like
me shove their songs down other
people's throats. But is the album too
catchy? No. On most occasions I
would hate this band simply because
they're popular (I know that's dumb).
My advice on this album is to go with
your gut. If you like "Radiation Vibe,"
you'll like the rest of the album.

GET BOTTOM LINE: SUGAR
BOTTOM LINE:
LOADED AND THEN TELL COATED GUITAR POP.
ME DISCO IS DEAD.
KEY CUTS: RADIATION
KEY CUTS: COSMIC GIRL, VIBE, SINK TO THE
HIGH TIMES, DIDJERAMA. BOTTOM, BARBARA H.

BUILT TO SPILL

ENGINE 88
Snowman
CAROLINE

Perfect From Now On
WB

A musician's band, Engine 88, has
learned that critical acclaim and admiration from your peers will not sell
albums though.
Engine 88's second release (seventh overall) is a bit more produced
than their Caroline debut Clean Your
Room. This is part of growing up and
also can be attributed to the need to
pay bills.
The important parts of this album
though, are still as good as ever. The
guitars are aggressive and the vocals
are of the "good even though they
make no sense" category. Case in
point, "Killer Willow" breaks it down
with the battle cry of "Butros Butros
Gali!?!"
As far as most of the music goes,
Engine still kicks the crunch. The
hooks on Snowman are not as sharp as
they could be but no one will kill them
for that. It's that hookless groove that
will keep Engine 88 out of the mainstream, therefore your just gonna have
.to take my word that Engine is a good
band with a new album in stores.

These cats can best be described as
a too good to be popular.
Most of the album follows the ever
popular theme of boy in emotional
pain. The Built To Spill twist on an
over-played theme is to turn every
song into an epic.
Songs on Perfect From Now On
average six and a half minutes. Imagine Mazy Star with a boat load of gear
turned up to eleven and you've got
yourself the post punk sound of Built
To Spill,
I assure you that it takes a bit of
endurance on the part of the listener to
make it all the way through the album.
The songs are loud and slow. It all
wears you down after a while.
The album's production is on the
weak side of the spectrum. The vocals, even when yelled, come through
too quiet. You want to hear the vocals
so you turn it up. The guitar is louder
than the vocals so you turn it up. You
still can't hear the vocals and you
get the picture. If you can tolerate that
aspect of the album, you should be
able to enjoy the whole thing.

YOU

BOTTOM LINE: A WELL
KEPT SECRET THAT MAY
DIE IN OBSCURITY.

KEY CUTS: ISTANBUL,
BALLERINA, KILLER
WILLOW

KEY CUTS: STOP THE
SHOW, I WOULD HURT A
FLY, OUT OF SITE.

BOTTOM LINE:
WON'T REGRET IT.
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WSU men bury BSU 68-53 in conference opener
WSU Men play
poorly; still able
to scrap win
over the Bemidji
State Beavers

Women defeated
by Beavers in
conference
opener, but not
without fight

By Anna L. Derocher
Sports Editor

Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor

Justin Treptow (33) is determined to make a play happen in
WSU's 68-53 conference opener win. Treptow finished the
game with 14 points.

The intense cold didn't prevent
491 spectators from gathering inside
McCown Gymnasium last Wednesday night. Likewise, the minus 50
degree windchill didn't stop the Warriors from attaining a 68-53 win over
Bemidji State University in both
teams' conference opener.
The Warriors monopolized the
points on the scoreboard the entire
game, but did allow the Beavers to
threaten in the middle of the second
half. The closest Bemidji State came
to the Warriors was six points, but the
Warriors pulled away from the Beavers with defensive stops.
"We panicked when they got
close," senior forward Brad Sowinski
said. "We struggled getting into the
offense."
Sowinski led all scorers with 15
points, 14 of which were in the first
half.
"The first half, we lived off of
Sowinski," WSU coach Les Wothke
said. "We were up nine at half-time.
In all honesty, we should have been
up by more."
The Warriors were less than perfect in their conference opener shooting 43 percent, but they played well
See Men's hoops, page 8

By Stephen J. Pzynski
Sports Reporter

The Warriors' Jeanelle Soland (43) is surrounded by BSU
defenders as she goes up for two of her eight points in WSU's
Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor
91-74 conference opener loss.

Warriors win 89-76 over
Concordia-St. Paul
despite obnoxious fan
By Chris Connelly
Sports Reporter
An out-of-control fan was ejected
in the first half of the game on Saturday when he continued to throw insults and a barrage of "shut-ups" at
the players and referees.
A group of regulars who sit as
close to the side line as they possibly
can, cheered as the deviant was escorted by two security guards to the
front door. The game was interrupted
and play did not resume until the
players and coaches put up a fuss.
With two minutes left in the game,
WSU coach Les Wothke was slapped
with his first technical foul of the
year. Wothke felt that a call wasn't
made correctly. He continued to display his outrage when the ref finally
"teed" him up.
It is possible that these disruptions
caused down playing of the Warriors'
abilities. Or maybe it had to do with
having 14 turnovers at the half, 10 of
which came from the post position.
"We were spectators for 30 minutes of the game," Wothke said.
Nap time was soon over for Winona
State University.
In the second half of the men's
basketball game Winona State 'woke
up' and pulled out the 89-76 win over
Concordia-St. Paul.
Cory Kreibich banked a trey less
than four minutes into the game.
Concordia brought the ball down only
to have it stolen by Brad Sowinski
who converted the steal into two

points.

Angela Bohringer:
senior's sweet success
By Anna L. Derocher
Sports Editor

WSU's Brad Sowinski (42) shoots for two against Concordia-St.
Paul Satirday. Sowinski finished the game with 27 points to
lead the Warriors' to a 89-76 non-conference win Saturday.

Wolcott's 2 free throws guarantee WSU win with 10 ticks left
WAYNE, Neb - Winona State's

Rita Wolcott sunk two key free-throws
Saturday with 10 seconds left to give
the Warriors (7-9 overall, 0-1 conference) a four-point edge over Wayne
State Unversity.
The Wildcats were able to get in a
last second three-pointer, but was not
enough to win. WSU won 66-65.
"We knew we had won," WSU
coach Teri Sheridan said. "No matter
what."
This was the Warriors' second nonconference win over the Wildcats this
year and the first time ever notching a
win at Wayne State. The teams' first

meeting Jan. 4 WSU won 71-59, their
second straight win of the new year.
Ironically, last season, Winona
State defeated Wayne State at home
with two clutch free-throws. Then
junior Julia Barthel was the Warrior
who netted the win with one second
on the clock.
WSU was up 38-28 at halftime,
but with three minutes left in the game,
the Wildcats hit two 3-ppinters to
come within two.
The Warriors hit 44 percent of
their shots (24-55). They also nailed
15 of 19 free throws, a 79 percent
showing.

See Women's hoops, page 8

Warrior of the week...

Again, Sowinski ripped the ball
away from the Comets only to be
fouled and make the three-point play.
Kreibich and Sowinski tag teamed,
and they took turns putting in the shot.
Kreibich scored a three-pointer only
to have Sowinski follow with a field
goal.
The next two times Kreibich scored
it was from three-point land. Kreibich
finished out the half when he put in
two points from the free-throw line to
break the tie and come out with a 4442 lead for the Warriors.
Mark Tripp came out strong in the
second half. He started out with a
block, and worked his way to six
consecutive points.
Kreibich's intentional foul allowed
Concordia's leading scorer, Myron
Taylor, to chalk up another point to
bring the Comets within three. Taylor went out strong, swiping the ball
away to put in another two points.
The Warriors began to play the
game they know how to play with
close to eight minutes left on the clock
when Sowinski sunk a three-pointer.
"We woke up and finally got things
going," Sowinski said. "It took way
too long."
Defense soon became the Warriors strong point. Time expired for
the Comets on the shot clock. The
tide of the game turned with this default, and Concordia lost their momentum. Then WSU went on a 16nine run after this mishap.
The zone was brought out for the
See Concordia, page 8

Unfortunately for the Winona State
Warriors women's basketball team,
the six-hour bus ride for the Bemidji
State Beavers wasn't enough to drain
their energy.
The visiting Beavers were more
than ready to build a dam around
WSU's offense in what was the first
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference game of the season for both
teams.
Winona State came out fighting
but after a 14-point BSU run the score
was 21 to eight after just seven minutes of the first half.
Six and a half minutes later it was
39-15 following a 12 point scoring
run by the busy Beavers.
Before the evening was over
Bemidji State claimed a convincing
91-74 victory over the host Warriors.
"We need to play better against
Division II teams," senior forward
Julia Barthel said.
That statement summed up the
game as Winona State's conference
losing streak was extended to 31
games.
WSU struggled defensively
throughout the game as they were
unable to stop the Beavers senior cen-

The Wildcats shot 38 percent (2668). They only made 6-15 free throws
(40 percent).
WSU's freshman forward Jeanelle
Soland came off the bench to lead all
scorers with 23 points which included three three-pointers.
Only one other Warrior was in
double digits. Senior forward Jennifer Hazelton put in 12 points and
pulled down 10 boards. Freshman
guard Angie Granquist contributed
eight points, five boards and six assists.
"Depth on the bench was key,"
Sheridan said. "This win was defi-

nitely a team effort."
Wayne State also had only two
players to reach double figures. Amy
Brodersen had 21 points, five rebounds, five steals, and five assists to
lead the Wildcats.
Jenny Thompson netted 11 points,
two rebounds and one assist.
The Warriors are now 4-1 in the
new year.
Tonight the Warriors play at the
Univeristy of Minnesota-Morris. Saturday, the Warriors face Moorhead
State University.

Angela Bohringer has come to
terms.
"1 am never going to be a good
ball handler," she admitted.
The six-foot senior from
Bloomington.
Wise. realizes her
job on the Warrior basketball
team is to cut turnovers and rebound, not to do
too much dribbling. So far Angela has cut the
dribbling to a
minimum and is
doing her job well.
Doing her job so
well that the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference recognized Angela as Player
of the Week on Jan. 7.
The NSIC gave Angela the honor
after her awesome performance
against the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse and Wayne State University. She shot 71 percent from
the field (17-24) and banged in 15 of
18 free-throws which was an 83
percent showing. For these two
games, Angela tallied 49 points, 24
rebounds, four steals, and one assist.
She averaged 24.5 points and 12
rebounds during these two games.
Angela was told of her accomplishment in practice.
"The team congratulated me,"
Angela said. "I told them that the
team deserved the honor.
It was a nice honor, but I couldn't
have done it without my teammates.
They work hard enough to get me
the ball, I should work hard enough
to put the ball in the rim."
"Some kids are going to shine,"
WSU coach Teri Sheridan said.
"This time it was Angie's turn."

DEVASTATION
The twenty-one-year old has
overcome many obstacles in her

life--one being a career halting knee
injury her freshman year at Winona.

State.
"It was the most devastating thing
to happen to me," Angela said.
never expected something like that
to happen to me."
It happened in the South Dakota
dome.
"I thought
I broke my
leg," Angela
remembered.
"I wanted to
watch the
game but the
athletic
trainer
wouldn't let
me."
After the
game, Angela
sat on the bed
in the hotel room with ice on her
knee wondering if she would ever
play basketball again.
"1 was wondering what I would
do," Angela said. "Basketball was
my life."
Angela would not see court time
until the beginning of her senior
season. During her time off from
basketball, Angela couldn't do much
but swim because her legs were off
limits to use.
"All 1 did was eat," Angela said.
"I gained a lot of weight."
Rehabilitation seemed to
progress slowly for Angela. Trip
after trip to the doctor did not produce a clearance to play. Right
before the season her sophomore
year, the doctor finally cleared Angela.
"1 was down on myself and intimidated," Angela said of her
sophomore season. "I would come
off the bench. I had never been a
non-starter."

REHABILITATION
By her junior year, Angela was
back in Winona State's starting lineSee Angela, page 8
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL RESULTS

Saturday, Jan. 18
Winona State 66, Wayne State 65
WSU - Laudont 2-4 0-1 4,
Bohringer 1-3 0-0 2, Hazelton 4-8 44 12, Isham 2-2 0-0 4, Wolcott0-4 22 2. Thomforde 0-2 0-0 0, Witberler
0-0 0-0 0, Miller 2-5 3-4 7, Zemke 14 0-0 2, Barthel 1-2 0-0 2, Egner 0-0
0-0 0, Granquist 4-10 0-0 8, Brock 00 0-0 0, Soland 7-11 6-8 23; Totals
24-55 15-19 66.
WSC - Schultz 3-9 0-0 7, Murphy
3-7 1-3 8, Belz 1-2 0-1 2, Thompson
4-110-2 11, Brodersen 9-17 2-3 21,
Porter 1-5 0-1 3, Heine 0-0 0-1 0.
Hourigan 1-2 0-0 2, Sjuts 3-9 0-1 5.
Drickey 0-2 1-2 1, Pick 0-1 0-0 0,
Goddard 1-3 2-2 4; Totals 26-68 615 65.

Rebounds: WSU 48, WSC 38;
Three Pointers: WSU 3-5 (Soland
3-4), WSC 7-20 (Schultz 1-3, Murphy
1-2, Thompson 3-8, Brodersen 1-2,
Porter 1-3); Assists: WSU 14
(Granquist 6), WSC 15 (Brodersen
5); Turnovers: WSU 28, WSC 22;
Steals: WSU 7, WSC 14.

Wednesday, Jan. 15
Bemidji State 91, Winona State 74
BSU - Holm 4-5 2-6 10, Sipola 46 0-0 8, Morrissey 9-15 4-4 23, Ohme
1-3 0-0 2, Lyseng 7-144-5 20, Byers
1-1 0-0 2, Daniels 1-3 0-1 2, Walker
4-7 0-1 11, Olson 0-10-1 0, Hammel
3-4 1-3 7, Rider 1-1 0-0 2, Schulze 12 2-2 4; Totals 36-62 13-23 91,
WSU Isham 1-3 2-2 4. Bohringer
8-12 4-5 20, Hazelton 3-8 2-2 8,
Wolcott 6-13 7-10 19, Laudont 2-3 0-

Angela

MEMORIES
Of all the iames Angela has played,
her most memorable is from this year
when WSU hosted Wayne State college on Jan. 4. The Warriors called a
time-out to discuss their press breaker.
When the buzzer sounded, Angela
took the ball from the ref ready to
throw the ball in from out-of-bounds.
Jennifer Hazelton was running deep
towards the hoop. The plan was for
Angela to make a baseball pass to
Jennifer.
"Jen was running 80 miles perhour," Angela said laughing. "She
looked like the road runner."
Angela wound up and beamed the
ball past Jennifer and off the wall
behind the basket.
"Jen came over and I started flexing my muscles," Angela said. "I
remember looking towards the bench
thinking I was going to get yelled at,
but Coach Sapp was laughing.
Next time we had an out-of-bounds
play, I said to Jen, 'don't go long.' It
was so funny."

ONE GAME AT A TIME
So far this year, the Warriors have
been incredible. They are sitting at 79 overall and 0-1 in the conference.
After making a 5-22 overall showing
last year, WSU is looking to change
their image.
"There is an upset coming," Angela said. "We take one game at a
time. Finishing over .500 is a definite
possibility."
There are a couple of teams in the
NSIC Angela would love to beat.
"If we would beat Duluth or Northern State." she said. "I would change

Rebounds: BSU 38, WSU 27;
ThreePointers: BSU 6-12 (Morissey
1-1, Lyseng 2-45, Walker 3-5); Assists: BSU 27 (Lyseng 11), WSU 22
(Wolcott 7); Turnovers: BSU 20,
WSU 23; Steals: BSU 10, WSU 10.

Men's Basketball Results
Saturday, Jan. 18
Concordia-St. Paul 76, Winona
State 89
CSP - Dreifke 3-8 2-69, Archibald
6-11 2-3 14, Bauer 1-3 2-3 4, Taylor
7-12 5-6 20, Chamberlain 6-12 4-4
18, Sundberg 3-8 0-0 6, Contreras 01 0-0 0, Benson 0-1 0-0 0, Peterman

1-2 0-0 3, Sandcork 1-1 0-0 2
Heininger 0-0 0-0 0; Totals 28-59 1522 76.
WSU - Treptow 2-3 1-2 6,
Sowinski 11-21 4-5 27, Tripp 8-9 3-6
19, Kreibich 5-10 5-6 20, Meincke 26 0-0 4, Harms 2-5 0-0 6, Lyons 1-2 00 2, Fitzsimmons 1-2 3-4 5, Landers
0-0 0-0 0; Totals 32-58 16-23 89.

Rebounds: CSP 27, WSU 37;
Three Pointers: CSP 5-14 (Dreifke
1-3, Taylor 1-2, Chamberlain 2-5,
Peterma.n 1-1), WSU 9-22 (Treptow
1-1, Sowinski 1-4, Kreibich 5-9,
Harms 2-5); Assists: CSP 17 (Taylor
5, Chamberlain 5), WSU 17 (Kreibich
8); Turnovers: CSP 14, WSU 19;
Steals: CSP 10, WSU 6.

Wednesday, an. 18
2 0-0 2, Greenwaldt 5-14 0-0 14,
Bragg 0-0 0-0 0, Frie 0-0 0-0 0,
Solheirn 1-5 1-2 3, Hutchison 0-1 22 2, Caron 3-7 2-2 8; Totals 19-47
10-12 53.
WSU Treptow 5-10 2-3 14,
Meincke 3-7 0-0 9, Landers 1-1 0-3
2, Kreibich 4-103-412, Sowinski 614 2-3 15, Harms 4-9 0-0 12, Lyons
0-1 0-0 0, Fitzsimmons 0-0 0-1 0,
Tripp 1-4 2-2 4; Totals 24-56 9-16
68. ,

Rebounds: BSU 30, WSU 34;
Three Pointers: BSU 5-13 (Lavelle

BSU - Lavelle 6-8 2-2 15, Ponto
0-5 0-0 0, Winfrey 3-5 3-4 9, Fazio 1-

1-2, Greenwaldt 4-7), WSU 11-23
(Treptow 2-2, Meincke 3-5, Kreibich
1-5, Sowinski 1-3, Harms 4-8), Assists: BSU 15 (Greenwaldt 6), WSU
17 (Kreibich 8); Turnovers: BSU
15, WSU 10; Steals:BSU 5, WSU 8.

figures for the Warriors. Freshman
Justin Treptow tallied 14 points which
included two from three point land.
Senior Brian Harms put in four three
pointers for 12 points.
Bemidji State, a young team missing their leading scorer, senior Mark
Hronski (brother of WSU graduate
and standout pitcher for the Warrior
baseball team last season, Brian
Hronski) due to knee injuries, could
not keep up with the older, more experienced Warriors.

"We had turnovers in the middle
of the first half," BSU coach Dave
Gunther said. "Winona State capitalized. They are a strong, physical team
and it is hard to go up and down with
these good teams."
Turnovers did hurt the Beavers.
They committed 10 of their 15 in the
first half while the Warriors kept turnovers at 10 the whole game.
"There wasn't a lot of elation in the
locker room," Wothke said. "Because
we know we can play better."

penetration."
The Warriors begin a three game
road trip with their first stop tonight at
the University of Minnesota-Morris

where they will look to go 2-0 in
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference play.

Continued from page 7
my most memorable game statement."

JENNIFER HAZELTON
If it wasn't for Jennifer Hazelton
who played volleyball her first year
at WSU picking up a minor so she
could play her fourth year of eligibility, Angela Bohringer might not
be playing at all this year.
"That crazy girl kept telling me
she was graduating," Angela said of
Hazelton.
Angela was frustrated with the
team's performance last year so she
went to talk to WSU coach Jackie
Sapp.
Angela told Sapp she would not
be going out for the team her senior
year. The whole time Coach Sapp
knew Jennifer Hazelton would be
returning the next season.
"I walked out of the office with
Coach Sapp behind me and Jen in
front of me smiling," Angela said.
"That is when she told me she was
coming back."
Angela and Jen make team work
look easy.
"I know where she is without
looking," Angela said. "We read
each other and accommodate each
other well."

LOOKING UP TO DAD
As for role models, Angela said
her dad, Keith, is her number one
inspiration because he is good at
everything he does.
"My dad is modest," Angela said.
"He knows a lot, not just sports, in
general."
Angela said her dad is not demanding and he is always there to
help out.
"He might make a crack like, 'I
bet someone else is out practicing
their 10-footer," Angela said with a
smile.
Perhaps Angela's dedication to
basketball had to do with her father's
influence and encouragement

Women's hoops
Continued from page 7
ter Karen Morrissey.
Morrissey, the second leading
scorer in the nation for Division II
schools, came away with 19 rebounds,
nearly as many as the entire Warrior
squad.
"We obviously didn't do as well a
job on the boards as we needed to
against a team like Bemidji," WSU
coach Terri Sheridan said,
The Warriors also shot themselves
in the foot when they missed the front
end of five bonuses at the conclusion
of the first half.
As the second half opened up
Winona State seemed to have things
going their way until senior center
Angela Bohringer picked up her fourth
foul at the 17:44 mark.
To make matters worse, freshman
guard Angie Granquist contributed
10 turnovers to the teams total of 23.
Overall the second half was a seesaw battle with neither of the two
teams really able to take control.
The Warriors shot 50 percent from
the field on the game which is up from
their season average.
Bohringer led the team with 20
points and senior guard Rita Wolcott

0 4, Thomforde 0-0 1-2 1, Miller 3-3
2-3 8, 'Zemke 0-0 0-0 0, Egner 0-0 00 0, Granquist 0-2 0-0 0, Brock 1-2 00 2, Soland 2-6 4-5 8; Totals 26-52
22-29 74.

Men's hoops

Continued from page 7
up. She continued to work out before
the season last year.
"I didn't want to be disappointed in
myself," Angela said. "I still needed
to prove things to myself."
Angela spent her junior year proving to herself that her knee injury was
in the past and it was time to focus on
what she could do in the present.

Page 8

also threw in 19 to account for over
half the teams points.
"Seventy-four points is enough
to win a ball game," coach Sheridan
said. "We just defensively didn't get
some stops down the stretch when
we needed to.
We couldn't switch to a zone
defense because they were still scoring points against our man-to-man."
Morrissey had 23 points and junior guard Erica Lyseng also put in 20
as the Beavers shot 58 percent from
the floor in the game.
"They shot 62 percent from the
floor in the first half, that's unusual,"
coach Sheridan said. "To shoot that
well on the road is unbelievable."
Winona State was overpowered
throughout the game and they will
have to start playing a bit tighter if
they are to compete in a fast, physical conference like the NSIC.
The Warriors are on the road for
four consecutive games including
tonight's game against the University of Minnesota-Morris to battle
Anna Townshend and the rest of the
powerful Cougars.

enough to win.
"We are better shooters than we
have showed," Wothke said. "I would
rather we play ugly and win than play
good and lose."
Scoring 10 of his 12 points in the
second half, senior guard Cory
Kreibich picked up where Sowinski
left off.
"Cory has been very consistent,"
Wothke said. "He only had two turnovers. We had 10 as a team."
Two other players were in double

Concordia
Continued from page 7
first time of the season. "I didn't want
to Crack out the zone until conference," Wothke said. "The zone won
the game for us, it took away their

Track and
field team
competes
in 2nd
open meet
AIMES, Iowa - The Warrior track
and field team competed in their second consecutive open meet against 13
teams at the Iowa State Open Saturday.
"This was another good meet,"
WSU coach Christa Matter said.
"There were a lot of teams so there
was stiffer competition."
Junior Sarah Nelson threw the 20
pound weight 43 feet, 1.75 inches for
fifth place. Nelson threw the shotput
37 feet, three inches which was good
for seventh place.
Freshman Nicole Fisher threw personal records with the 20 pound weight
30 feet, 4.75 inches and the shotput 34
feet, 11.25 inches.
Senior Lori Mikl also set personal
records in the 600 meter run which
she ran in one minute, 40.66 seconds
and ran the 400 meter dash in one
minute, 7.77 seconds.
Jess Bunker set a personal record
with a 31 foot, 11.25 inch triple jump.
She also jumped 15 feet, two inches in
the long jump.
Lisa Stockel also competed in the
long jump. She earned a personal
record with a jump of 14 feet, four
inches.
Freshmen Sarah Haugen and Jamie
Petersen ran the 60 meter dash in 8.61
and 8.65 seconds respectively.
April Eichhorn ran the mile in six
minutes, 6.5 seconds and the 3,000
meter run in 12 minutes, 7.83 seconds.
"The open meets gets us reved up
for the team meets," Matter said.
The Warriors compete at the Eagle
Invite in LaCrosse, Wisc. Friday.

Favre is ready for Big Easy; Packers ready for Super Bowl
Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. - Brett Favre
says he's going to escape some of the
Super Bowl madness in New Orleans
next week by darting over to his parents' home in Kiln, Miss.
The Louisiana Superdome, where
the Packers will play the New England Patriots on Jan. 26, is less than
an hour's drive from his folks, "going
the speed limit, of course," the Green
Bay Packers quarterback said.
Tight end Mark Chmura and center Frank Winters plan to tag along.
Chmura said he was looking forward to the home cooking, but he
laughed at the notion that they were
going to Kiln a couple times early in
the week to get away from things.
It's a different world down there,
just the attitude of the people," Chmura
said. "Brett's got alligators floating
around right next to his parents' house
and then you look over and they got a
rope swing there, going into the river.
And they actually ask us if we want to
go swimming in there and we just
look at them like they're crazy."
Chmura recalled once when he,
Favre and Winters they were on a

pontoon boat floating down the river.
"We saw a beaver, just half a beaver, missing its head," Chmura said.
"And we asked Brett what the deal
was and he said an alligator must have
got it. And he goes, 'You want to go
swimming?' And he jumps right in
there. Meanwhile, me and Frankie are
holding onto the rail, looking to get on
land.
"It's really a different world down
there, it's crazy."
So is New Orleans, of course, and
Favre can't wait.
"I'm packed and ready, man," he
said. "I was packing and my wife said,
`Would you just chill out?' It's like
1,000 below zero outside and I call
back home today and ask what's the
temperature and my mom says it's
pretty cold outside, 58. I'm like, 'It's
58 below here.'
"I'm coming off that plane in sandals, T-shirt, hat backward. Really,
I'm excited."
Favre said he'd used up his allotted 30 tickets already and was trying
to get some more from his teammates.
"It's a little scary because I didn't
know I had so many old teachers and
old classmates," he said.

Favre said he's not worried about NFL MVP who has overcome a year,
being distractions, either.
of turmoil on and off the field, to tear
"I think the distraction part of it is up the French Quarter, though.
actually going to help me. If I had to
Favre's NFL-imposed alcohol ban,
sit there all week and actually just part of his drug aftercare for his addicthink about the game, if it was in some tion to painkillers, will prevent that.
other city where I just had to sit in the But the tee-totaler won't be abstainhotel, not knowing anyone, not know- ing from all the fun.
ing the city, I would probably go
"But we know the reason we're
crazy," Favre said.
down there is to play a football game
"It's tough to stay in the hotel for and not to go down there and treat it
seven days and prepare for a football like a vacation and turn it into one big
game. So I'll have family and friends. party," Chmura said.
I'll be able to go home for a day or
Coach Mike Holmgren said early
two, visit family, go out and eat and in the week that he planned on a heartwhen it becomes Friday or Saturday I to-heart with Favre to warn him about
can kind of focus in on the game."
next week. But Favre said he told
Favre can't wait to take New Or- Holmgren don't bother.
leans by storm like his backup, Jim
"What good is it going to do? I
McMahon, did 11 years ago. He'll mean, you can tell me, 'OK, watch
have to do with it words and not this, do that, stay off Bourbon Street'
actions, however.
and all that. I know what I've got to
McMahon was the starter for Chi- do," Favre said. "This is the biggest
cago in the 1986 Super Bowl, when game I've played in and I want to win
he turned the Big Easy into his per- it. I'm not going to screw it up. If I
sonal playground, mooning a heli- think the distractions are beginning to
copter, wearing banned headbands, be too much, then I'll take care of it.
parading down Bourbon Street at all "If this was three years ago, maybe
hours and finally leading his team to we'd have to sit here, maybe he'd
a 46-10 rout of New England. have to room with me," Favre added.
Don't expect Favre, the two-time "It's a little different now."

Rodman's kick at Target Center carries million dollar price to
Associated Press
CHICAGO. - Phil Jackson was
brief. He walked into a post-game
news conference, made a few general
comments, took no questions on the
major topic of the day and walked out.
See ya!
If Dennis Rodman was on his mind,
Jackson, the articulate and often
thoughtful coach of the Chicago Bulls,
wouldn't say. Or he couldn't.
Rodman was hit Friday with the
second longest suspension in NBA
history --at least 11 games --for kicking a courtside photographer last
Wednesday in Minneapolis.
Michael Jordan did offer an opinion, saying the Bulls must go ahead
without Rodman because it's all they
can do.
"We deal with it. We can't control

him. We all know that. Dennis is
going to do what he has to do. We as
a team have to go on," Jordan said
after the Bulls beat the Milwaukee
Bucks 100-73 without their leading
rebounder.
Jordan added that the Bulls would
welcome Rodman back once the suspension is over.
Rodman's latest of many outbursts,
kicking courtside cameraman Eugene
Amos in the groin, is the most expensive of his strange and eventful career.
"It is the third suspension for Rodman, the man of many hair colors,
since he joined the Bulls in October
1995. Last season, he helped Chicago
to a league-record 72 wins and the
NBA title.
Rodman also was fined $25,000

and must undergo counseling. After
the All-Star break he must then meet
with NBA Commissioner David Stern
and convince him why he should be
reinstated.
"Until Dennis can provide meaningful assurances that he will conform his conduct on the playing court
to acceptable standards--including not
placing others at physical risk--his
suspension will continue," Stern said
in New York.
"I think the league did what it felt
it had to do and we certainly don't
condone what Dennis did," said
Krause. "Dennis did this, that's a fact
of life, and he's going to have to get
this straightened out with the league."
Bulls guard Steve Kerr called the
penalty harsh.
"It's hard to defend Dennis when

he kicked a guy, a cameraman. I can't
really defend him for his actions, but
I can say I think the penalty is rather
excessive," Kerr said.
"The cameraman himself was
rather disgraceful in his response.
Let's be honest, he didn't have to stay
there on the floor for seven minutes
and go out on a stretcher. I hate to see
the poor guy if he really got injured,
what his reaction would be."
Rodman missed 18 games last season because of injury and suspension;
the Bulls went 15-3 during the span.
Minneapolis police Sgt. Pete Jackson said his department hasn't yet
decided whether to file charges against
Rodman. If an assault charge is filed,
it most likely will be fifth-degree assault, a misdemeanor punishable by
up to a year in jail and a $3,000 fine.

Attention: The Winonan is looking for sports writers. This is a paid position
All majors welcome to apply. Please contact Anna Derocher at 457-5520 or
stop in the Winonan office and fill out an application.
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Worried about pregnancy?

R Birthright can help.
IA
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has helped thousandsfofstudents
re than 20 years,
1 "or more
pregnan cy
fr i en dl y vo l un t eers o ffer
a b ou t pregnancy .
tests, answers to your questions, referals to . community services—and,
most important, someone to listen. All of our help is free and confidential.

Call anytime: 452-2421
920 W. 5th St. Winona
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AS SEEN ON CBS NEWS "48 HOURS"
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YOZ DaVOUGVT

UPS & FEDERAL EXPRESS
AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET
'COMPLETE PACKAGING SERVICE
-COPY AND FAX SERVICE
-

When you present your

••LAMINATING
'GIFT WRAPPING

student I.D. with order

M-F9-5:311/ SAT 9-12,

452-1664

ARBY'S - VALLEY VIEW MALL

MC 454.6128
Located At Pendleton Bldg.
4th & Johnson, Winona, MN

By MTU

Bus Entrance

Cat RRactg for spring Brizetk!
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SEX CbAT

BEACH

FAMOUS FAT TUESDAY DAIQUIRY

Complete Packages
From $399
Free Covers, Free Day Parties,
Discounts at shops and side
excursions

3 Departure days to choose from: Friday, Saturdays or Mondays

PO- * PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION / BREAK DATES / LENGTH OF STAY.

1-1800--SUNCHASE
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

Sunbreak Student Tours
for info call 1-800-446-8355
Http://www.uresource.com/sunbreak

HIT THE WEB AT: http://www.sunchase.com
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Dean
continued from page 4
fine on rich people? Will they learn
anything by it? Will it matter? I think
not.
Newt will probably have the option of paying off his fine with campaign contributions or PAC money.
If he doesn't have that option he'll
wrangle a way to have the taxpayers
and his supporters flip the bill for his

fine. The subcommittee didn't state
that the money had to come from
Newt's personal finances, thus giving
him an out that he'll more than likely
use like he used every other out he
ever had, including lying to the subcommittee for two years and deceiving the American public, at least the
residents of his Georgia district, for as
many years as he's been in politics.
But, Newt will not learn anything
from this whole affair if he is allow

or

.
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to continue in his power position of
Speaker of the House. Without him
of it, is just basically a formality, but
being censured, the punishment is
I would love to be a fly on the wall
mute.
when Rodman walks into the NBA
Rodman makes about $9 million a
offices to explain to the league why he
year and that's just his salary. He
should be allowed to play basketball
probably makes at least that much in
again and how remorseful he is about
endorsements each year. He's rich
the whole thing. But, he will play
beyond belief. His fine is a drop in the
basketball again. For Rodman, withbucket, even if you include the lost
out him being kicked out of the NBA,
revenue and bonus incentives. It won't
the punishment is mute.
mean a thing to him. And, the counThese mute punishments are what
selin , he'll robably will need a lot

Borkowski
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452-9 073

CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
Book by Jan 15 Sunbreaks will
throw in 5 breakfasts. 5 lunches
& 5 dinners for free which is a
$50 Value.

1-800-4 TOW TRUCK

HEAVY DUTY WRECKER SERVICE
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happens when other rich people are
allowed to dream up punishments for
rich people like themselves. Newt
Gingrich should be chased out of
Washington on a rail. Dennis Rodman should be chased out of the NBA
on a rail. If it were up to my parents
to eke out punishments for these two
you can believe that the punishments
would hit these two where they live and not just in the pocket book. I
could imagine Newt would be wash-

ing dishes for a couple years and not
be allowed to speak in the house for a
long time. And, I can imagine that
Dennis wouldn't be able to go out and
play basketball with his friends because he'd be too busy doing chores
around the house. As it stands, Newt
will be allowed to screw up America
even more and Dennis will be on
another World Championship basketball team. I can hardly wait.

Loan!
Loan!
Loan!
Need a Loan for:
Tuition

COLLEGE NIGHT

Vehicle

MOUNT
FRONTENAC

Books,
Su lies Other

q:30 P.m_ - 10:00 p.m.

NL

7 tans for $20
10 tans for $25
20 tans for $45
Full set of acrylic nails $25

VENCRE

UNIOCItiNg
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

Thursdays

O

Ultra Body Tan

Lift Tickets: $9.00
Ski R'ent4a/ Equip.: $9.00

College I.D. required for discount

MSUSA FEDERAL
CREDIT union
KRYZSKO commons
winonn STATE UnIVERSITY
winonn mn 5S987
PH011E- S07.457-5882
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Thursday, Jan. 23
— MacGyver is 47 today.
(Richard Dean Anderson)

Friday, Jan. 24
— Neil Diamond is 56 today.
>TIM MAHONEY the MEANIES
@ RASCALS 9:00 pm.
Used to be called the Blue
Meanies until the real Blue
Meanies (ska, from Chicago)
claimed the title.They play in a
Gear Daddies and Bodeans sorta
fashion. Go if you want to, I'm
probably not.

>PING PONG TOURNAMENT
@ BULLSEYE BEER HALL
5:00 pm
Action, Danger, Romance, PingPong.
>TINA & THE B-SIDE MOVE
MENT@ RASCALS 9:00 pm.
One of the area's most popular
bands, good female blue's vo
calist, big crowd every time, but
$7 cover is insulting to me. Pishposh.

Sunday, Jan. 26
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY
— Even if the Green Bay Packers
somehow manage to lose today,
fellow Wisconsinites can celebratethe birthday of one of our
state's most noble and respected
residents. Bob Uecker is 62 today.

1230 AM Radio KWNO
Green Bay Packers
"Star Wars"
The Onion (Madison's Student Newspaper)
Having USA Today in the Smaug
SPRINGFEAST
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Mail to:
Betsy A. Urquhart
P.O. Box 60
Dept. WIN
Southington, CT 06489

Boys
Foxy WF, 20, seeking a
SWM to give me a ride to
Brother's.When there, will
buy me drinks but act like
we're not together. Ultimately, I will get a ride home
from one of your hot friends.

Addressing people as "bro"

Remembering Jerry
Nose rings
The Simpsons (overdose)
Fitzgeralds & Underground

Boys Seeking
Beer
SWM 19, chubby and

stinky, I will strip for beer.
Blatz a plus.

IPIA6

-

800 397 6739
Leave name and address
for a catalog
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EXT. C200

Mailing phone cards. No
experience necessary. For
more information send a
self addressed stamped
envelope to:
Global Communication
P.O. Box 5679
Hollywood, FL 33083
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GO TO SLAMMER!
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Round Trip Airfare to Mazatlan, 7
Nights Hotel Accommodation,
Round Trip Transfers to and from
the Airport, College Tours Staff in
Mazatlan to assist you, Free -Private Cocktail Parties, Nightly
Club Dancing at some of the best
night clubs in the world:

Bora Bora, Joe's Oyster Bar, El
Toro Bravo, Valentino's, Bali
Hai, Pepe & Joe's and SENOR
FROGS, 15% Discount at Senor
Frogs Clothing Store, Co-ed
Beach Events, Tan Contest,
Cash & Prizes, discount
coupons...and much, much
more! For a Free Informational
Flier or Information on Earning
a Free Trip Call Toll Free:
1 800 395 4896.
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FAKE I.D.

Total Package Includes:

-
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COLLEGE TOURS PRESENTS
MAZATLAN SPRING
BREAK '97 from $399
(Minneapolis Departures) Your

$200 $500 WEEKLY

25% commission selling
fabulous silver jewelry

.

SUCKER II
HELP WANTED
Men/women earn
rn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will
train. Immediate openings in
your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891

0-

$12. Specify home or auto.

Girls Seeking

.

Forgetting Jerry
Onion Rings
D-uckman
Hei & Low

-

Copyrighted designs look
authentic. 1 sticker $7, 2 for

This sincere, romantic
married gay Samoan
Eskimo transvestite is
seeking a humorous 6'5"
dominant bi-curious completely shaven North Korean
woman to share igloo. Nonsmoker a plus.

KQAL
Packer flags on cars
•• "Metro"
Dave Adam's Column
The Smaug
Springfest

Addressing people by their first name

HELP WANTED

CAN'T AFFORD A CAR
ALARM? Home security
system? With car theft on
the rise you need to be
protected. Security alarm
stickers for home and auto
give appearance of ultimate protection and security.

Seeking SWF for experiment. I saw it in a cartoon
once,but I'm pretty sure I
can do it. Give me a call.

WHAT'S NOT

3,40-coNEr

Be safety on the streets.
Don't be the next victim! Get
the latest personal security
products: pepper sprays • stun
guns. Apartment/dorm room,
alarms, C&D wholesale.
454-5758 Call now, before
it's too late...!

awkward stage,
seeking recently divorced
woman, early to late 30's,
to share kinky hot fun. Also.
pick me up from school.
SWM, 13,

Keeping you in touch with Winona State's cuttingedge fashion and style trends it's

lout-triv, WILL You Holt;

SAFETY

Boys Seeking Girls

augh at you. The Front Page is solely afEliated with Scoop Magcizine

WHAT'S HOT &

Saturday, Jan. 25

Personals

Welcome to the Front Page. Each week I will be exploring
the seedy realm of the Winona underbelly, bringing you info on
music and events... and musical events, and many interesting
stories of college turmoil and triumph. Contrary to what most
people think, there are actually interesting and funny things
that happen in this silly town. If you have a story about oh,
say, jumping a train, by all means, send it in. If you have a
problem with, for example, the DJ's at Fitzgeralds, let me know.
If you took a picture of a horse in your dorm room, I want it.
The key word is interesting. Don't send in things such as "Fun
Fall Activities" or a list of neat winter clothes, we can learn all
about these fascinating things in Bravura or even right here in
the Winonan. So get out there and do something, so we can all
l

T R AV EL
SPRING BREAK'S
HOTTEST! WWW.STU DENTADVTRAV.COM
1-800-328-7513
FREE FOOD, DRINK &
PARTY SPECIAL!?!
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SPRING BREAK with
Mazatlan Express.
Air/7 nights hoteUfree
nightly beer parties/party
package/discounts.
(800) 366-4786.

YES/NO
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Thanks to (1)0X, XIX,
flAcD, AE11 and everyone
else for making our party
such a great time. Hope to
see everyone again at the
next one.
The Brothers of
Nu Kappa
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WATER BILL
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tip

HOPE CHEST

